
Exporting transactions from TCAccess to Quicken 
 
In order to get transactions from TCAccess to import into newer versions of Quicken, 
you must have a third party tool to translate the Excel (.xls) file you can pull off of 
TCAccess into a QIF file Quicken can read.  Some older versions of Quicken may have 
an option for importing excel or csv files, in which case the conversion tool is not needed. 
 
If a conversion tool is needed, they can be found on the internet by searching for ‘Excel 
to QIF Converters’.  One such tool can be purchased from Big Red Consulting (BRC).  
(http://www.bigredconsulting.com/ )  This is a tool that Trust Company has found useful, 
but there are many other options available.  Please make your own determination of 
which tool will work best for you.  The process for each will be similar to what is 
outlined below. 
 
Once you have located and purchased your third party software, it must be installed 
before it can be used.  Please refer to the third party application’s documentation for how 
to install and run their application.   
 
Getting Transactions from TCAccess: 
 
Log into TCAccess.  Click on the Transaction History link located in the left side menu.  
Select the date range you wish to retrieve transactions for, then click the Update button. 
 

 
 
Click on the Excel link at the bottom of the table.  Please note that this will export all 
transactions for the date range selected, even if the transactions span multiple pages.  You 
will be prompted to either open or save the file.  Select Save, select the directory to save 
the file to and rename the file as needed. 



 

 
 
Open the newly saved file in Excel. 
 
The file will look like this: 
 

 
 
Prepare Excel data for Import into Quicken 
In order for the transaction information to be imported into Quicken it must contain 
certain information. The following steps are what can be done if using the BRC 
software.  The steps will be similar when using other applications.  Alternatively, you can 
also modify the transactions after importing into Quicken if that is preferred.  The column 
titles, however, need to be changed before the file can be converted to QIF. 



 
1. Copy the Post Date into the Trade Date column for any row that does not have a 

Trade Date.  Quicken will use this date to book the transaction. 
2. Rename the Trade Date Column to Date. 
3. Rename the Activity Column to Action. 
4. Change the data listed in the Activity (Action) column to a code Quicken will 

understand.  For example, where TCAccess says ‘Purchase’, Quicken expects 
‘Buy’.  The BRC instructions include a listing of acceptable codes.  Some 
commonly used ones are: Buy, Div, ReinvDiv, Sell, IntInc (interest income), XIn 
(transfer in), XOut (transfer out).   

5. Change the title of the Cash column to Amount 
6. Modify the names of the Securities to match what you have in Quicken.  If you 

store securities in Quicken based on their symbol, then it is best to replace the 
security names with the security symbols.  If you do not do this then you may be 
prompted by Quicken to create new securities for ones it does not recognize. 

 
 
 
The spreadsheet now looks like this: 

 
Save the file with your changes in .xls format. 
 
Converting the spreadsheet to a QIF file 
The exact steps for completing the conversion will depend on the third party converter 
used.  With BRC’s tool, there will be an Excel to QIF Converter button in Excel’s 
toolbar.  Clicking on this button will bring up a menu that includes an option to check the 
file prior to converting.  If possible, it is recommended that you check the file before 
converting so any needed adjustments can be mode before actually converting the file. 
 



 
 
Once the data has been checked and passed, click on the option to convert the file to QIF 
format.  This will create a new file using the data in your spreadsheet.  The new file will 
have the .QIF extension. 
 
Importing the QIF file into Quicken 
 
Once you have your QIF file, you are ready to import it into Quicken.  The following 
screen shots are from the Quicken 2009 Premier edition. 
 
Once in Quicken, select Import from the File Menu and then select to import a QIF file. 



 
 
In the QIF Import dialog box, browse for the QIF file you just created and select All 
Accounts. 
 

 
 
Then click the Next button.  Quicken will find the file and identify that there are 
transactions to be imported. 



 

 
 
Quicken will import the transactions from your QIF file and present a message indicating 
how many transactions were successfully imported.  Once in Quicken the transactions 
will look like this: 
 

 
 



 


